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Detecting Server Bugs by Grouping Client and Correlating Errors Across Client Buckets
ABSTRACT
Detecting problems in new releases of server software is made difficult by the fact that
some error classes can originate due to incorrect user actions but are indistinguishable from true
software bugs. This disclosure describes techniques to determine whether elevated error rates are
due to bugs in a new server release or due to customer action, enabling administrators to
accurately gauge server health, to execute rollback upon the detection of a genuine bug, and to
roll out software reliably. Customers are aggregated into buckets by uniformly hashing customer
identifiers. Errors generated while processing a customer's request are attributed to the
corresponding customer bucket and the relative error rates in each bucket are tracked. A
simultaneous rise in error rate across a significant number of customer buckets that occurs at the
same time as a new software release likely indicates a bug. Due to the uniform hashing of
customer identifiers, the rise in error rates across multiple buckets is not attributable to deliberate
or inadvertent actions by individual customers.
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BACKGROUND
Detecting problems in new releases of server software is made difficult by the fact that
some error classes can originate in incorrect user actions but are indistinguishable from true
software bugs. A crashing server or internal error is easy to detect and ameliorate, e.g., by
quickly and automatically aborting rollouts and rolling back to a known, good release. However,
some errors, e.g., NOT_FOUND, PERMISSION_DENIED, etc., can have their origins in user
actions such as an attempted access to an unavailable web resource, a mistyped URL, an illformed query, etc. or can be a genuine bug in the new release of server software, e.g., a resource
that is actually available but prevented from legitimate access due to a bug.
Because user errors are common and exhibit high variance, automated monitors do not
typically respond to undesirable trends potentially caused by user errors. This causes errors that
are actually due to bugs in the new software release to be missed. On the other hand, a particular
customer can easily cause spikes in PERMISSION_DENIED errors by misusing access to the
server, which, however, is no indication of a server bug. Existing rollout analysis techniques,
even if automated, cannot eliminate noisy signals due to customer misuse.
DESCRIPTION
This disclosure describes techniques to determine whether elevated error rates observed
in the server of a client-server system are due to bugs in a new server release or due to client
action. The techniques enable administrators to accurately gauge server health, execute rollback
upon the detection of a genuine bug, and generally improve the reliability of software rollout.
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Fig. 1: Determining if an error is due to a true bug or due to incorrect user action
As illustrated in Fig. 1, customers are aggregated into sets of customer buckets, e.g., by
hashing their identifiers (102). The relative error rates in each customer bucket are tracked (104).
A simultaneous rise in error rate across a significant number of customer buckets (106)
correlated in time with a new software release (108) likely indicates a bug in the software release
(110). Due to the uniform hashing of customer identifiers, the rise in error rates across multiple
buckets is not attributable to deliberate or inadvertent actions by individual customers. Individual
buckets may exhibit significant noise, but correlated changes across multiple buckets at the same
time is indicative of problems in server health.
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Fig. 2: Detecting genuine code bugs based on correlated error spikes within buckets
Fig. 2 illustrates an example of detecting genuine code bugs based on correlated error
spikes within user buckets. The user base is divided into a large number, e.g., one hundred or
more buckets, by hashing the user identifiers. A code change is rolled out at time A. Three
buckets experience a major spike in error rate. Four buckets experience a minor spike in error
rate. The remaining buckets experience no change in error rates. At time B, the code change is
rolled back, at which time error spikes disappear across all buckets.
The major error spikes for users in certain buckets that appear and disappear with code
rollout are strongly indicative of code bugs that affect users in those buckets. The minor error
spikes for users in certain other buckets that appear and disappear with code rollout are strongly
indicative of code bugs that affect users in those buckets. The fact that users experiencing errors
face them at differing rates (major vs. minor error spikes) is indicative of at least two code bug
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pathways. The execution traces of the two classes of users that experience errors can be further
studied to isolate the at least two suspected code bugs.
Conversely, an error spike in just one bin (or a negligibly small fraction of the total
number of bins) might originate not in a server bug but in customer behavior, e.g., a single
customer generating tens of thousands of ill-formed queries using multiple accounts. This is
especially likely if the error spikes are uncorrelated with the timing of server software release.
CONCLUSION
This disclosure describes techniques to determine whether elevated error rates are due to
bugs in a new server release or due to customer action, enabling administrators to accurately
gauge server health, to execute rollback upon the detection of a genuine bug, and to roll out
software reliably. Customers are aggregated into buckets by uniformly hashing customer
identifiers. Errors generated while processing a customer's request are attributed to the
corresponding customer bucket and the relative error rates in each bucket are tracked. A
simultaneous rise in error rate across a significant number of customer buckets that occurs at the
same time as a new software release likely indicates a bug. Due to the uniform hashing of
customer identifiers, the rise in error rates across multiple buckets is not attributable to deliberate
or inadvertent actions by individual customers.
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